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ABSTRACT : This paper proposes a new control method of static 

var compensator (SVC) with three-level inverter to control reactive 

power with fast dynamics while maintaining DC side capacitor vol- 

tage constant. Firstly, using the circuit DQ-transformation. a gen- 

eral and simple model of SVC with three-level inverter is  obtained, 

and DC and AC analyses are carried out to characterize the open- 

loop system. Based on the transfer function matrix of the system, 

modulation index control for reactive power compensation and phase 

angle control for  DC side voltage regulation are designed. By 

inserting feedforward path to the voltage regulation loop the modu- 

lation index is successfully decoupled from the capacitor voltage 

whereby fast dynamics are achieved. The experimental results con- 

firm the theoretical analyses and control method. 

4500V GTO's. These advantages enable the SVC system using 

three-level inverter to be suitable for large-scale reactive power 

compensation. 

A new modelling method of SVC using three-level inverter is 

reported in the literature [SI by using the circuit DQ-transformation 

[6]. In [SI, a general and simple equivalent DQ circuit of the 

presented SVC system is derived by eliminating the three-phase time 

varying nature of the system. Based on t h i s  general and simple 

model, in this paper, a new control method having fast dynamic 

response with DC side voltage regulation is presented and verified 

by experiment. To achieve fast dynamic response, reactive power 

is controlled by the modulation index of switching pattern while the 

DC side capacitor voltage is kept constant by controlling the phase 

angle 'a' of switching pattern simultaneously. 

I.  1"RODUCTION 
11. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

It is well known that there has been a large demand for high 

powerhigh voltage static var compensator (SVC) systems to regu- 

late and stabilize transmission lines and to compensate industrial 

lagging loads. Various passive and active static var compensators 

have been reported in the literature [l]. 

Usually SVC's using forced commutated inverters have been 

made up of two-level voltage source inverters (VSI's) [2][3]. A 

neutral-point-clamped inverter (NF'C inverter, also called three-level 

inverter) is reported in the literature [4]. The three-level inverter 

has the advantages that the blocking voltage of each switching dev- 

ice is one half of DC-link voltage and the harmonic contents of 

inverter output voltage are far less than those of two-level one at  

the same switching frequency. Thus three-level inverters can be 

operated at  lower switching frequency without excessive harmonic 

contents and can be connected directly to 3.3kV AC mains using 
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The block diagram of the SVC system presented in this paper 

is shown in Fig. 1. The SVC system consists of a three-level 

inverter, a set of linked reactors, DC-side capacitors, three-phase 

loads and the AC source. 

The operating principles can be explained by considering the 

per-phase fundamental equivalent circuit of the SVC system. An 

equivalent inverter output voltage VOa1 is connected to the AC 

source V, through a linked reactor L and a resistor R ,  represent- 

ing the total losses in the inverter as  shown in Fig. 2(a). Figs. 

2(b) and 2(c) show the phasor diagram for leading (capacitive) and 

lagging (inductive) var generation, respectively. Fundamental reac- 

tive current is generated by voltage difference behveen V, and 

VOa1. Thus, reactive power can be controlled from full leading 

(capacitive) to full lagging (inductive) by adjusting the amplitude 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the SVC system with 3-level inverter. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Per-phase fundamental equivalent circuit, (b) phasor 

diagram for providing leading vars, (c) phasor diagram for 

providing lagging vars; Vu: line-teneutral voltage of the 

source, VoOl: fundamental component of the inverter output 

phase voltage, 101; fundamental component of line current. 

a > 0 : lagging current 

of VOa1. The inverter output voltage is given by 

1 
VoOl = - M I  .Vd ,  (1) Jz 

where MI is the modulation index of pulse-width modulation 

(PWM) switching pattern of the inverter. It follows from (1) that 

VOOl could be adjusted by two different ways. One is to change 

the DC side voltage V,, indirectly with a fixed MI by controlling 

the phase angle a of Veal with respect to the AC source; this con- 

trol method is well known as the phase angle control. In this 

paper, we suggest the other control method which is to change MI 

while the DC side voltage IS kept constant by some means. 

Because the former depends closely on the dynamics of the DC side 

voltage, it has slower dynamic response than the latter which does 

not include the dynamics of the DC: side voltage. A more detailed 

explanation is described in scction V. 

111. MODELLING 

The simplified main circuit of SVC is shown in Fig. 3. By 

introducing so called circuit DQ-transformation method, a neat and 

instructive modclling of this circuit is prcscntcd in the literature [51. 
For convenience. however. the modclling is reviewed in brief here. 

Modelling is carried o u t  with the following assumptions: 

2) the source voltages are balanced, 

3) the total losses in the inverter are represented by 

equivalent resistor R , 

4) the harmonic contents caused by switching action are 

neg I igi bl e. 

The original circuit is too complex to analyze, so it is parti- 

tioned into several basic sub-circuits as shown in Fig. 3. The 
three-phase source voltage (v lpbe)  and synchronously rotating DQ 
transformation matrix K are defined as follows: 

' a p b c  

K = J Z 3  

where the V, and 'w' denote the rms line-to-line voltage and the 

angular frequency of the source voltage, respectively, and the vari- 

able '(I' is the phase angle of the matrix K. 

Under the assumption that the harmonic components caused 

by switching action in the inverter are negligible, a switching func- 

tion S can be defined as follows: 

S =  

Note that the matrix K synchronously rotates in phase with the 

switching function S and the amplitude, m d ,  in (4) indicates the 

modulation index MI of the switching function S. A variable xObC 

which denotes any AC voltages and currents on the abc-plane is 

transformed into xqdo on the qd-axis by W transformation matrix 

K: 

Fig. 3. Simplified main circuit of thc SVC system. 
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Applying the transformation matrix K to all the circuit vari- 

ables results in the equivalent circuit of each part as shown in Fig. 

4. That is, the inductor set becomes a second order gyrator- 

coupled system and the switch set becomes a transformer as well. 

Then a simple and complete equivalent circuit is obtained as shown 

in Fig. 5 by combining simply the transformed parts of sub-circuits. 

Here, v , , ~ , ~  is given by 

I (6) v,,,,,, - - K V , ~ ~ ,  = V, [ -sina cosa o . 

Since all switching harmonics are assumed to be negligible, if only 

the fundamental component is identical, the responses are just the 

same regardless of actual switching patterm. 

IV. ANALYSES 

From the equivalent circuit obtained in the previous section, 

DC analysis is done to know the steady state operation and A C  

analysis is carried out to find the transient characteristics of the 

system. 

A. DC Analysis 

Fig. 6. Dc equivalent circuit for the steady state analysis. 

(7) V, = -V,sina , V,, = V',cosa , 

VS 

RS 

I = ---ha. I, = 0 ,  

v,, = - 
D 

(9) 

Therefore, the real power P, and the reactive power Q, drawn by 

the inverter system are expressed as: 

P ,  = V,, I, + V ,  I ,  = 

In the steady state opcration, the inductors seem to be short 

and the capacitor seems to be open and all the circuit variables 

imply DC values denoted by capital letters. The equivalent circuit 

The real power corresponds to the total losses in the inverter. Note 
that in the range of small a, i.e., I a I < 9 ,  the amount of reactive 

Dower is almost DroDortional to a. In the steadv state. it can be . .  
for DC analjsis is shown in Fig. 6. For a modulation index MI 

( = m D )  and a phase angle 'a' of switching pattern, the operat- 

ing point is determined as follows: 

seen from (9) and (11) that Q, is dependent on only a and the 

voltage V,, is dependent on both a and MI, i.e., D of switching 

pattern. 

(b) (C) 

Fig. 4. Circuit DQ-transformed results (a) of Part A, (b) of Part 

B, (c) of Part C. 

B. A C  Analysis 

The A C  analysis is carried out by adding some perturbations 

to the control variables 'D' and 'a'. Therefore the circuit variables 

consist of DC and A C  components and thus the perturbed com- 

ponent (AC value) is indicated by diacritical mark, ", of the 

corresponding variable to distinguish from the quiescent value. 

Also, the following assumptions are made: 

the quiescent a is nearly zero, 

the perturbed & is small ( I  & I < 5' ), 

the second order terms, i.e., products of variations, are 

negligible. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

With the aforementioned assumptions, we obtain 

ZLdc ~ v ~ =  3 sq = -V,sin(a+&)+V,sina =: -v ,& , (12) + 
3, = Y, cos (a+&) - v, cosa = 0 , (13) 2c - 

vJq ? OL 
+ -  Cod = (D+i)(Vdc+Cdc)-DVdc Vdc(i+D3,, , (14) 

Vsd 
(15) 

d :  I 
21dc = ( D + i )  id zz D i d  , 

Q, = (v,, id - v, i,) - (V,, I, - V ,  I q )  z -V ,  iq . 
Fig. 5 .  Circuit DQ-transformed equivalent circuit of the SVC sys- 

(16) tem. 
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Therefore, the resultant small signal equivalent circuit can be 

drawn as shown in Fig. 7 ,  where all the DC components are elim- 

inated. Now it is straightfonvard to get the state equation of the 
system. TIE inputs of the system are the control variables b and 

i, and the outputs are the generated reactive power Qc and the 
capacitor voltage Cd,. From Fig. 7 ,  we have 

-R,IL --w 0 

o -R,IL -DIL 

0 D12C 0 

, B =  

rms line-tc-line source voltage 

effective resistance 

~ 

Vs 220 [VI 

R S  0 3  IQ1 
linked reaclor 

DC-side capacitor 

L 6 [ d l  
c 2200 [pn 

Fig. 7 .  Equivalent circuit for the small signal 

d x  

dt 
_ -  - A x + B u ,  

0 -V"SIL 

-VdcIL 0 

0 0 

A =  

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the open loop SVC system. -v, 0 0 

c = l o  0 1 1  
Table I. Circuit Parameters. 

Therefore, we obtain 

where G,(s )  is the transfer function matrix of the system given by 

G , ( ~ )  = C ( S I - A ) - ' B  = - 

where 

2 
+ z + w z l s + - ,  D2 DZR, (24)  

2L 2C 

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

The modelled plant is a multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) 

system which has two inputs and two outputs. The inputs are the 

modulation index ( d )  and the phase angle (A) of switching pattern, 

and the outputs are the reactive power (6,) and the capacitor vol- 

tage 

As mentioned in section 11, to compensate the required reac- 

tive power there are two different ways in adjusting the inverter 

output voltage VOo1. One is to change the capacitor voltage V,, 

with a fixed MI. and the other is to change MI,  i.e., d ,  with a 

fixed Vdc. In the former case, the 2 is zero due to the fixed MI 
and thus the plant becomes single-input (a) and single-output ( Q c )  

system which can be obtained from Fig. 8. Fig. l l ( a )  shows the 

block diagram of closed loop system for this case. In the latter 

case, as shown in Fig. l l(b) two feedback loops may be required, 

if separate fixed DC voltage source is not employed. One is the 

MI control loop to generate the required reactive power and the 

other is the phase angle control loop to keep the Dc capacitor vol- 

tage constant. The former control method depends closely on the 

wvs 'dc 
N , ( s )  = -- s ,  

L 

'dc 
N s ( s )  = -- 

N&) = -- . 

2LC 

OD V ,  

2L.C 

L 

Eq. (22) leads to the block diagram of the open loop SVC system 

for small signal as shown in Fig. 8. Based on the transfer func- 

tion matrix Gp(s) in (23), the step responses of the outputs are 

simulated with the circuit parameters given in Table I. Figs. 9 and 

10 show the step responses of the outputs for step changes of d 
and a, respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Step responses of (a) Q, and 
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Fig. 10. Step responses of (a) Q, and 
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(b) Cdc for step change of input d (d = "0.2). 

dynamics of the DC capacitor voltage Vdc and thus has slower 

dynamic response than the latter one which is not dependent on the 

voltage V d c .  Even for the latter one, however, it is not easy to 

achieve fast dynamic response with just two feedback loops as 

shown in Fig. l l(b).  Because when the MI is controlled to gen- 

erate the required reactive power, the regulated DC capacitor vol- 

tage may deviate from its fixed value in the transient state. 

To achieve fast dynamic response of reactive power compen- 

sation the capacitor voltage v,,, should be kept constant even in the 

transient state. From (22), we have 

01 0 2  03 04 OS 
6 0 1 '  ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 

time [sec] 

(b) 

(b) Cd, for step change of input & (A = 2 [deg. ] ) .  

In order to make the capacitor voltage constant in the transient 

state, the numerator of right-hand side of (30) must be zero. 

Therefore, 

I 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Two different control methods to generate the required 

reactive power; (a) phase angle a control method, (b) modu- 

lation index MI and phase angle a control method. 

' d c  
a(s)= - - ( s+R, /L)c? ( s )  

mv* 

By substituting (31) in (29), we obtain 

d (s) Q,(s)  = - - "s ' d c  

W L  
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Based on these equations a new control method is suggested consist- 

ing of two feedback controllers having one feedfonvard path as 

shown in Fig. 12. The modulation index control loop is 
constructed by using PI controller to generate the required reactive 

power. Feedback loop and the feedfonvard path given by (31) are 

constructed so as to keep the capacitor voltage constant in the 

steady state and the transient state as well. By adding the feedfor- 

ward path, the modulation index is successfully decoupled from the 

DC side voltage. The control parameters can be designed by using 

root-locus technique. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To confirm the validity of the presented analyses and control 

method, an experimental SkVA prototype is implemented and 

tested. A three-phase three-level inverter is constructed with the 

values given in Table I. 

Supposing the application of high power operation, the switch- 

ing frequency at  each active device is chosen to be relatively low 

so as to meet the switching characteristics of the gate turn-off 

thyristor (GTO) devices. I n  order to reduce the harmonic current 

factor (HCF) of the PWM switching patterns, optimal three-level 

PWM patterns are employed. The optimal PWM switching angles 

used in this experiment are  shown in Fig. 13 and stored in 

EPROM memory. The switching frequency of each switching dev- 

ice is 180Hz. 

Figs. 14 and 15 show the step responres of the outputs of the 

open loop system for step changes of h and a, respectively. To 

check the validity of the presented analyses, the step responses of 

the open loop system are compared with the simulated ones as 

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The close agreements among one 

anothcr prove the usefulness of the analyses. 

Fig. 16 shows the block diagram of the overall closed loop 

system with the proposed control method, where the DC capacitor 

voltage is regulated to 21O[V]. The control parameters are deter- 

mined by using MATLAB tool as follows: 

KPQ = -1 x IO-', K~~ = - 5  x , 

c 

(33) 

I I 

Fig. 12. Proposed new control method with feedback and feedfor- 
ward path. 

L 

moduldtion indcx MI 
k- 0'4 0 5  0'6 0'7 0'8 0') I I I  1 2  I 3  

Fig. 13. Optimal PWM switching angles for 3-level vs. MI. 

Fig. 14. Step responses for step change of input d (d  =&?.0.2); 
Chl: h ,  Ch2: reactive power Qc, 6kVAWdiv.. Ch3: E€ 
capacitor voltage C d C ,  20V/div., 100mddiv. 

Fig. 15. Step responses for step change of input a (A=Z[deg.]); 
Chl: a, Ch2: reactive p w e r  Q,, 6kVAR/div., Ch3: DC 
capacitor voltage C d e ,  20V/div., 100mddiv. 

QemApl proposed 1%' , 

control lcr 

EPKOM I Programmed PWM 3-level 

Vdc,ref= 210 V Inverter I 
Fig. 16. Block diagram of the overall closed loop system with the 

proposed control method. 
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Fig. 

Fig. 

17. Capacitive var generation for Qc* = -5kVAR; (a) Source Fig. 19. Transient response without feedforward path for a step 
phase voltage vsa, ZOOV/div., inverter output phase voltage change of Q: from -5kVAR to +5kVAR; (a) Chl: Reactive 
v M ,  2oOV/div., and line current i a ,  25A/div., Zmddiv., (b) power command ~ f ,  CU: generated reactive power Q<, 
Source line-to-line vdtage v W b ,  2DoV/div. and inverter output 6kVAlUdiv., Ch3: regulated DC capacitor voltage vdc ,  
line-to-line voltage voQb, 200V/div., 2msldiv. 70V/div., Ch4: line current i , ,  25A/div., loOms/div., (b) Chl :  

Q:, 6kVAWdiv.. Ch2: modulation index MI, 0.25/div., Ch3: 
phase angle a, 2'/div., 100mddiv. 

K~~ = -2 x K,, = -3 x (34) 

Fig. 17 shows the steady state results for the capacitive var 

generation; the var command Qf is -5kVAR. Fig. 18 shows the 

steady state results for the inductive var generation. Figs. 17(a) 

and 18(a) show the source phase vdtage vsa, the inverter output 

phase voltage voa and AC line current i, for the capacitive and 

inductive var generation, respectively. Figs. 17(b) and 18(b) show 

the A C  line-reline voltage vseb and the inverter output line-teline 

voltage vOQb. The modulation index MI of the switching pattern is 

increased for capacitive and decreased for inductive var generahon, 

whereas the phase angle a of the inverter output voltage becomes 

negative for capacitive and positive for inductive var generabon. 

It is worthy to note that the line currents generated by the three- 

level inverter have low harmonic components even though the 

switching frequency of the active device is 18OHz. 

Fig. 19 shows the tramient response of the SVC system 
Inductive var generation for Qf = SkVAR ; (a) Source 

phase voltage vsa, 200V/div., inverter output phase vdtage 
voa,  ZOOV/div., and line current ia ,  25Ndiv.. Zmddiv., (b) 
be line-to-line voltage vsab, 

without inserting the feedfonvard path for a step change in the var 

command. As shown in Fig. 19, the coupling between MI and vdc 

causes the large deviation of the DC capacitor voltage and thus the and i n v m  
line-teline vdtage voab, ZOOV/div., tmddiv. responses are not satisfactory. Figs. 20 and 21 show the transient 
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responses of the SVC system with the feedfonvard path for a step 

change in the var command Q,' from capacitive to inductive and 

vice versa. As shown in Figs. 20(a) and 21(a), the capacitor vol- 

tage is regulated well and thus the required reactive power is gen- 

erated nearly in about one cycle, 20msec. This implies that the 
deviation of DC side capacitor voltage could be suppressed by the 

feedforward control of (31). The modulation index ( M I )  and the 
phase angle (a) controlled by -PI and one-feedfonvard con- 

troller are shown in Figs. 2qb)  and 2l(b), respectively. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The general and simple W-transformed equivalent circuit for 

the presented SVC system is obtained and analyzed completely 

including DC and AC characteristics. The open loop transfer 

function matrix is obtained from the analyses of the W- 
transformed equivalent circuit. Based on the transfer function 

matrix, the var controller is designed so as to achieve fast dynamic 

response of reactive power compensation while the DC side voltage 

vdc remains constant. This is done by controlling the modulation 

index of the switching function for the generation of the. required 

reactive power and controlling the phase angle a for the DC si& 

voltage regulation, simultaneously. By means of adding feedfor- 

ward path to the voltage regulation loop the modulation index is 

successfully decoupled from the DC side voltage. Therefore, the 

DC side voltage is regulated well and thus the required reactive 

power is generated nearly in a b u t  one cycle. The experimental 

results confirm the validity of the proposed analyses and control 

method of SVC sptem. 
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Fig 

Fig. 

20. Transient response with feedforward path for a step 
change of Q,' from -5kVAR to +SkVAR; (a) Chl: Reactive 
power command ~ f ,  CM: generated reactive power Q,, 
6kVAWdiv.. Ch3: regulated DC capacitor voltage vdc, 
70V/div., Ch4: line current i,, 25A/div., lomsldiv., (b) Chl: 
Modulation index MI, 0.25/div., Ch2: phase angle a, 2O/div., 
Ch3: source phase voltage v m ,  200V/div., Ch4: i,, 25A/div., 
l0mddiv. 

21. Transient respome with feedforward path for a step 
change of Q: from SkVAR to -5kVAR; (a) Chl: Reactive 
power command ~ f ,  CM: generated reactive power Q,, 
6kVAR/div., Ch3: regulated DC capacitor voltage vdc ,  
70V/div., Ch4: line current ia ,  25A/div., lOms/div., (b) Chl :  
Modulation index MI, 0.25/div., Ch2: phase angle a, 2'/div., 
Ch3: source phase voltage v u ,  2OOV/div., Ch4: i , ,  25A/div., 

lOms/div. 
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